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Colegio Santa Bernardita 

English  

Teacher Diego Barrera Villarroel 

 

Homework N° 1 

Hello! Today we start a new way of doing our homework. Remember, 
you are now responsible of printing of copying this information into 
your copybook. All homework files will be evaluated at the end of the 
semester. 

1.- Look at the family tree. Complete the sentences.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary we are using: Father (dad), mother (mom, mum), 
sister, brother, grandfather (grandpa, grandad), grandmother 
(granny, grandma), uncle, aunt, cousin. 
 

a) John is Luis´s _________________. 

b) Luke is Fernanda´s _______________. 

c) Bob is Peter´s _________________. 

d) Susan is _____________´s granny. 

e) ____________ is Luis´s cousin. 
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f) Adriana is __________´s aunt. 

g) Matías is ___________´s dad. 

h) Lucía is adriana´s ___________. 

2.- Classify the family vocabulary into the categories. 

Father (dad), mother (mom, mum), sister, brother, grandfather (grandpa, 

grandad), grandmother (granny, grandma), uncle, aunt, cousin. 

Male (man, ♂) Female (woman, ♀) 

Example: Father 

 

 

 

Example: Mother 

 

3.- Remember:  

There is = 1 person or thing.  

Example: There is 1 computer in the class. 

 

There is a …. = consonant (q, w, r, t, p, s, d, f, g, h, j, k, l z, x, c, v, etc). 

Example: There is a computer in the class. 

 

There is an … = vowel (a, e, i, o, u) 

Example: There is an apple and some bananas to eat. 

                There is an elephant at the zoo. 
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There are = 2 or more people or things. 

Example: There are 4 windows in the classroom. 

4.- Write “there is” or “there are” to complete the sentences. 

Example: _there is__    _an__elephant in the zoo. 

________      _________    a tiger in the zoo. 

________      _________     five monkeys in the zoo. 

________      _________    zebras in the zoo. 

________      _________    cars in the street. 

________     __________   an airplane flying in the air! 

________     __________   an apple tree in the garden. 

________     __________   bird in a cage. 

5. Circle the right answer: 
 

There is a cat. 
There are cats. 
 

There is a tomato. 
There are tomatoes. 

There is a monkey. 
There are monkeys. 

There is a bear. 
There are bears. 

       There is a berry. 
       There are berries. 

       There is a berry. 
       There are berries. 

      There is a flower. 
      There are flowers. 

       There is a flower. 
       There are flowers. 

 


